guidance for parents & Guardians
Pre activity:
Please ensure that you have completed and submitted the pre activity COVID-19 Screening form.
This is compulsory!
No submission = no participation
Please follow the separate links to access the correct forms for your child’s age group - EG if you have
a child in the U7 and u14 - you will be provided with a different link to the form for each age group.
Please don’t submit both players using the same form as the data will only go to one of your coaches.
If you or your player have experienced any known symptoms or you think you may have had close
contact with an individual with symptoms or a positive case - please advise your age group coach and
do not attend sessions until you have recieved further guidance.
Before attending sessions - please ensure that your player is aware of all the latest expectations of
them whilst participating in footballing activity at SWR
Please ensure your player has good hand hygiene and have hand sanitised prior to attending activities
and are aware they must still adopt social distancing on arrival to activities.
Your child must arrive changed and ready for participation.
In line with Government guidance on travel, you or another adult from the family or support bubble
should travel with the child to the venue together, or via a socially-distant method (e.g. cycling). You should
consider all other forms of transport before using public transport. There should be no car-sharing with
anyone outside your household or support bubble.

TRAINING SESSIONS:
Follow the guidance and procedures for the training venue you are attending. From week commencing
28th September it is likely to be the High School 3G facility or the MUGA at the Pastures.
Although usually we would expect players and parents to arrive in good time, please do not arrive too
early ahead of your given session. This is to allow previous groups to exit facilities safely and appropriately.
If you do arrive early - please either remain in your vehicle or remain in the holding zones for your given
group.
Ideally, we would like to operate on a drop off basis for the foreseeable future with no spectators present
at training. Please feel free to observe from your vehicle during this time. We will look to review this
on a regular basis and advise of any changes. In cases of exemptions, eg medical needs, parents or
guardians are permitted to be in attendance but please ensure social distancing measures are taken.
Individual players are encouraged to bring their own hand sanitiser with them, along with a suitable drink
and any necessary medication. They will be encouraged by their coach to place these seperately away from
others so to enable suitable social distancing.
During any breaks in activity (briefings, breaks in play, drinks breaks etc) - players should still maintain
suitable social distancing and avoid any unneccesary physical contact with others.
We always expect high standards of behaviour during sessions, but especially in these difficult times, it is
even more important that players follow the guidance given to them.

Although we are still permitted to engage in contact activities, players will be encouraged not to shake
hands, high five or share in goal celebrations. Players should refrain from spitting and should avoid
shouting in close proximity of others.
Players should avoid touching or handling equipment as much as reasonably possible. Where this cannot be
avoided, regularly hand sanitising should be promoted. The sharing of bibs or goalkeepers gloves etc is
also prohibited.
if a player becomes symptomatic during a session, they will be immediately removed from the session and
taken home as soon as possible.

Post activity:
Once the session has ended, all players should take the earliest opportunity to wash their hands or use
their own hand sanitiser.
Children should be encouraged to leave the venue as quickly and as safely as possible, avoiding any
congregating and congestion at exit points.
Again, please follow any specific guidance given for that specific venue.

Home Matchdays:
Please follow all the PRE ACTIVITY points as already outlined.
On arrival at a match venue, you will find a number of QR Track and Trace Posters. Please ensure that you
scan yourself in and follow the instructions and guidance given, so we have a record of all those in
attendance.
Home supporters will be requested and guided to stand in the half that is furthest from the entrance
and exit points. This is to allow away players and supporters to leave the venue first on completion of
the match.
Spectators are allowed to observe at games, but must follow all the guidance in relation to support bubbles
and maintaining social distancing. Spectator groups must be restricted to discrete six-person gathering
limits and spread out appropriately.
Please follow venue specific procedures for where your game is being played.

AWAY Matchdays:
Although you are venturing to an away ground and being hosted by another club, we still require you to
complete a Covid-19 Screening submission.
As per the usual transport guidance, please do not car share with anyone outside of your household or
support bubble. Unfortunately, there cannot be any lifts provided by coaches or fellow parents.
Please follow any guidance or procedures laid out by the host club.
At the end of the game, please message your coach who was in attendance with you at the game,
so we have a record of who was in attendance at the game from SWR.
As per a home game, please maintain social distancing on the touch line

Additional information:
Please report any potential symptoms or direct contact concerns with us as a matter of urgency, so we
can try our best to take the right precautionary measures for all concerned.
If you have any concerns regarding the safeguarding of our young people, please reporting and
communicate these concerns with us as early as possible.
The safeguarding and welfare of all concerned at Sherburn White Rose Football Club is of paramount
importance to us and we need your help and co-operation to ensure that our facilities and activities can be
as safe as possible for all concerned.
Please be alert and please be vigilant.
We have updated all our risk assessments and procedures and we are trying to continually minimise the
risks involved.
As part of our recent review, we have also developed a communication link with Sherburn High School to
liaise together over any know causes of concern or cases. We also hope to establish a link with our closest
primary schools too.
We are trying to be as proactive as possible, but at the same time we are realisitic that we will
undoubtedly face further positive cases that will internally or externally impact on our ability to fulfill
sessions or matches.
We thank you for your continued support and co-operation at this time.
Stay safe.
All at Sherburn White Rose JFC.
Contact Details and Links:
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